As an institution, the "postmodern university" is central to the canon of today's research on higher education policy. Yet in this essay I argue that the postmodern university is a fiction that frames and inhibits our thinking about the future university. To understand why the postmodern university is a fiction, I first turn to grand theory and ask whether we can make sense of the notion of "post"-postmodernity. Second, I turn to the UK higher education sector and show that the postmodern university is a chimera, a modern artefact of competing instrumentalist, gothic, and postmodernist discourses. Third, I discuss competing visions of the future university and find that the progressive (yet modernist) agendas that re-imagine the public value of knowledge production, transmission, and contestation, are those that can move us beyond the palliative and panacea of the postmodern university.
In this essay I investigate the idea of the postmodern university, an institution that is central to research on, and debate about, higher education policy.
1 I contend that the postmodern university does not actually exist, yet this fiction casts a shadow over discussions of higher education policy that inhibits more lateral and creative thinking about the future university. In order to properly investigate the concept of the postmodern, it is first necessary to explain the difference between postmodernism and postmodernity. I then ask if we can make sense of being "beyond" postmodernity to prove that postmodernity has never, in fact, existed. This analysis is extended to the postmodern university, which despite its importance to contemporary debate, is similarly found to be a mirage. I conclude that postmodern (or decentred) theory and normative (modernist) preferences allow us to move beyond the postmodern university and, in terms of public value, to re-imagine the teaching, research, and cultural roles of the future university.
Postmodernism vs. Postmodernity
For the purpose of this discussion, "postmodernism" and "postmodernity" take on very different meanings, and the essential point is their difference. 2 While I am content with following Jean-François Lyotard's broad dictum-"I define postmodern as incredulity towards metanarratives" 3 -as we might expect, there are myriad alternative complex and contested definitions of postmodernism. As Anne Griffin puts it, we find that "The term resists full definition since its major thrust is to recognize that all knowledge claims are partial, local and specific." 4 For example, postmodernism may be defined as "a rejection of universal and transcendental foundations of knowledge and thought, and a heightened awareness of the significance of language, discourse, and socio-cultural locatedness in the making of any knowledge claim," which entails that "hierarchies of meaning are hard if not possible to identify." 5 And definitions of postmodernism can lead to closure, "closure of historical development to be complete is the global outworking of the free market economy and liberal democracy.
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So is it true that we have moved from premodern to modern to postmodern times? Is this a historical fact or one of a range of possible narratives? If we are in the postmodern era, does this mean that any supposed rules of history that brought us here no longer apply? And can we make sense of the idea of "post"-postmodernity?
Beyond Postmodernity
To further develop these three viewpoints in terms of whether there can be a "post"-postmodern era, we can begin with the idea of a logic of historical development. From a Hegelian perspective, there are clearly defined historical epochs, although these can only be recognized retrospectively. An era needs to pass before we can recognize its existence, hence knowledge of the historical condition in which we live may only be gained retrospectively.
As Hegel famously put it:
A further word on the subject of issuing instructions on how the world ought to be:
philosophy, at any rate, always comes too late to perform this function. . . . When philosophy paints its grey in grey, a shape of life has grown old, and it cannot be rejuvenated, but only recognized, by the grey in grey of philosophy; the owl of Minerva begins its flight only with the onset of dusk.
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In terms of phases of history, we may only know what has been, but not where we currently are located, or what is to come in the future. Philosophers (or social science or humanities scholars) cannot be prescriptive as they can only understand historical forces with hindsight.
This entails that we do not know if we are living in postmodern times nor if we will live in postmodern times, until this epoch has come about and then passed, 12 and so we can only retrospectively know how postmodern times are characterized. The possibility of a "post"-postmodern era cannot be ruled out, although we do not presently know if we are, or will ever be, in a postmodern epoch. 13 The Hegelian view of historical development follows a dialectical path where each era is in part a negation and an advancement of the previous one. Yet there is no ultimate historical goal or destination to arrive at, unlike in a Marxian theory of history which culminates in the global transition to a socialist utopia. 14 The Marxist position presents us with two alternatives. First, that we have passed from the pre-modern to the modern era, and are currently located in late-modernity, which is characterized by the accelerated class conflict and alienation that is produced by the private ownership of property and capital. The process of historical development is, from a Marxist perspective, fuelled by technological innovation and class struggle, which can only be resolved by the shared ownership of the means of production. This entails that a socialist utopia (not "postmodernity") will be the next and final phase of history. Alternatively, if we currently live in "postmodernity," it is a kind of "hypermodernity" where contradictions, alienation and uncertainty are at their extreme, which would suggest that there can be a "post"-postmodernity in the form of the inevitable post-capitalist socialist utopia.
As for the view that postmodernity is ahistorical because the modernist grandnarrative of historical progress has broken down and is no longer applicable, it follows that there is no further teleological development or next historical stage, and hence there can be no "post"-postmodernity. The same applies to the third view, according to which the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and collapse of communism marked the advent of "postmodernity"
or "late modernity," thus bringing us to the "end of history" with no further goal beyond the "civilizing" spread of the free market and liberal democracy to all societies. It again follows that, if history has ended, there can be no further stages of history and so no "post"-postmodernity.
How can we establish any of these diverse theories of historical development as fact?
Should we take a leaf out of the postmodernists' book and say that these are all competing knowledge claims, none more privileged than the other? Rather, I want to maintain that there is a danger in accepting any one (or all) of these historical narratives because of a feature they hold in common: the "family resemblance" of "fatalism," be it the inability to analyse current times and predict future ones, the belief in historical determinism, according to which we cannot change the status quo, or the impasse of relativism. All of these positions are blinkered to the possibilities of being "beyond" postmodernity, which impasse entails apathy about which current social conditions are contestable and not just given.
I argue that we do not live in postmodern times, but are located in post-industrial society or late modernity, or what is variously called high modernity, hypermodernity, liquid modernity, reflexive modernity, and second modernity. 15 So from the perspective of high modernism, "postmodernity" is a fiction that represents a theoretical fracturing and that offers "no way out" and so encourages intellectual and political apathy. For example, social contradictions or inequalities are viewed as playful postmodern ironies, yet these mask very real social inequities and the need to propose public policy solutions. One case in point, which will give some practical grounding to these theoretical debates, is, of course, the "postmodern university."
Constructing the Postmodern University
The (mostly UK-centric) literature dedicated to the "postmodern university" provides a shared narrative of the evolution of the university, which follows the logic of western historical development. 16 Over time, the university has been held to exhibit key defining The modern university evolved in the nineteenth century and represented a cultural shift away from Scholasticism to the (Protestant) Enlightenment and individual reasoning.
Rather than being the recipients of doctrinal truth, "fallible truth" could now be freely contested, debated and interpreted by students and scholars. 21 And so the modern university values "humanism" by underlining the importance of "the individual, free will, and values." 22 The modern university also took shape through its response to industrialization and modernization, so that one of its roles was to "preserve the high culture against the onslaughts of modernity-not as an escape from modernity but as a critical engagement with it." 23 So while "the training role for the expanding governing elite was greatly intensified," the emphasis remained on "values and cultural appreciation over vocational skills and training."
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The late-modern university emerged in the postwar era, notably during the 1960s, when the state and higher education became intimately linked. 25 As Krishan Kumar puts it, "universities were brought more squarely into the centre of society. The walls between the universities and the wider society, it was argued, had to be broken down." 26 This relationship was manifested in several ways through the idea of "technocracy" or governance by a (social) scientific elite: scientific and technological research played an increasingly vital role in economic competitiveness, and progress in social scientific method modelled on natural scientific principles, provided an "objective" evidence base for social and economic policy decisions. And so the late-modern university was expected to add to "the nation's stock of knowledge," and it became legitimate for the state to propose research directions. 27 (Yet a counter-narrative argues that the late-modern university had its roots in nineteenth-century Germany and Wilhelm von Humboldt's championing of the research function of the university, underpinned by original and free inquiry, 28 with the subsequent subdivision of research into specialist fields and the split between "applied" and "blue skies" research).
However, in the 1960s "meritocracy" was also bound up with "technocracy," according to which the most able students would be trained at university in the (social) scientific skills required to fill the white-collar jobs necessary to enhance national economic competitiveness. 29 Hence the late-modern university was the setting for unprecedented expansion of student numbers into higher education on the basis of personal "merit" rather than social class.
As shown in Table 1 the narrative puts the transition from the late-modern university to the "postmodern university" in the early 1990s. And the crucial factor now is that "higher education is not simply adapting, but is rather transmuting, into a radically new phenomenon," 30 defined by heterogeneity and the lack of any central organizing principle, which "subvert[s] many of the traditional justifications of the university" 31 :
There is a multiplicity of differences: different academics pursuing different known it in the academy, is coming to an end." 33 Another key feature is pessimism about state-imposed economic instrumentalism; this includes, for example, the advent of student loans and the recasting of students as "consumers" of increasingly vocational degrees, the requirement for research to meet economic or societal needs, and the rise of managerialism and audit techniques as forms of state surveillance and academic self-governance.
Narrating the university's evolution dovetails neatly with the idea of a historical logic at work. It moves from dogma, to Enlightenment and metanarratives, to the "end of knowledge"; from a cloistered, elitist model of the university, through a "meritocratic" melting pot and locus of national (social) scientific planning, to something so open and diffuse that we should "cease our search for an underpinning rationale." 34 In the "postmodern university" the logic of history has broken down and its rules no longer apply.
This shared narrative recognizes three central functions of the university-"teaching,"
"research," and "cultural impact"-which take on different emphases and characteristics from the pre-modern university to the "postmodern university" (Table 2 ). The site of cultural preservation; polarization of "Two Cultures"
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Postmodern Students as consumers; "massification"
Hyper-specialization; academic community a fiction University education no longer "elite"; no cultural function; lack of consensus; multiple cultures; the "end of meaning"
Teaching
In the pre-modern university, knowledge is founded on religious doctrine and not on individual reasoning, with a curriculum based on received doctrinal truth and Scholasticism.
There are seven liberal arts "suitable for educating a free man": the trivium of grammar, rhetoric, and logic; and the quadrivium of music, mathematics, geometry, and astronomy. The late-modern university is characterized by increased state planning and regulation, and the desire for students to be trained in the "objective" (social) sciences as the foundation for social and economic planning. Unprecedented expansion in student numbers leads to "the creation of a sort of decentralized managerial elite while training a mass of scientists to underpin the industrial requirements of a nation operating in a global competitive economy." 37 In the "postmodern university" students are "customers" or "consumers" who purchase training (or "entitlement") for the job market. Rapid expansion has become "massification," and large-scale instrumental course delivery entails that students do not experience a liberal education or personal enlightenment: "Through their redesignation as customers, students are both empowered, because their immediate demands are more likely to be satisfied, and diminished, because their longer-term needs may be ignored and their participation as a symbolic, transcendental, even magical, experience will be denied." 38 Teaching and learning in the postmodern university is also marked by heterogeneity and "change": "flexibility, new forms of vocationalism, new forms of pedagogy, new kinds of students, new kinds of learning, a myriad of motives for study." 39 
Research
The shared narrative says that the key purpose of the pre-modern university and modern university was teaching, whereas research was the equal or primary function of the latemodern university. Replicating Humboldt's nineteenth-century reform of the German university system, late-modern university science underpins technological advance and national economic competitiveness. And the social and economic need for "greater and greater expertise" makes for a "splintering of zones of knowledge" and subject specialization. 40 In the postmodern university this subject specialization has accelerated to the extent that the notion of an academic community "is a kind of fiction," 41 
Cultural Impact
We have seen that the idea of a "cultural" function first emerges in narrating the modern university, and the desired need to "preserve the high culture against the onslaughts of 47 There are several narratives of the cultural function of the postmodern university. First, massification entails that universities are not "primarily concerned with educating political and cultural elites. Such is no longer the case in many contemporary societies. When between a third and a half of the age cohort go to university, numbers alone speak against this possibility." 48 Second, that the postmodern university has no cultural function as students receive a purely instrumental education. There is also an accompanying sense of the loss of a cultural/critical function, which Kumar summarizes:
It has often been said that the function of universities is not to swim with the tide but to go against it. It is this conviction that underlies the many accounts of the university that stress its maintenance and enrichment of a certain high culture against the encroachments of business, politics, and everyday life. . . . This line of defence is no longer tenable.
Third, "that there is simply no longer a consensus on what constitutes high culture, nor agreement that this would be a desirable aim even if it were possible." 49 Fourth, that the postmodern university embraces difference and so preserves and transmits many cultures, thereby encouraging reflexive critique. 50 Fifth, that we have reached the "end of meaning,"
which undermines the search for any metanarrative or privileged hierarchy of knowledge.
Again, the collective narrative of the evolving research, teaching, and cultural for the much more modest Wittgensteinian idea of a "family resemblance" only? 51 Again, we may draw several family resemblances from competing narratives of the postmodern university which can furnish us with a generic definition that complements the resemblances in grand theory: difference, change, diversity, disagreement, fracture,
fragmentation. Yet competing ideas of the postmodern university may also be disaggregated into separate narratives-instrumentalist, gothic, and postmodernist, the dominant themes of which are set out in Table 3 . 52 But as we shall see upon closer examination of these competing narratives, the concept of the postmodern university crumbles. Instrumentalist Wealth creation; university an organization and not a community; managerial and accounting techniques replace collegial forms of governance; impact and use-value over truth; financial cutbacks; students as consumers; "sausage factory"; training for business and industry; decline in intimacy between student and teacher; learning anonymous and selfdetermined; decline in residential learning Gothic "An environment of constant crisis"; "to endure rather than enjoy"; "survivalist"; "diminution in the status of academics"; culture of audit and assessment; "massification" as dilution of "high culture"; student performance and not understanding; skill acquisition not personal development Postmodernist Uncertainty; "no grand organizing principle"; "refusal of authoritative expertise and knowledge"; "the academic community is a fiction"; "academic disciplines are symbolic"; "knowledge … is coming to an end"
The instrumentalist narrative focuses on what is viewed as the economic rationalisation of the university and on how this focus on wealth creation has detrimentally affected the university's functions. We can however recognize this as a critique of the defining characteristics of the modern or late-modern university. Added to this are observations about a detrimental shift from collegial university governance to centralized managerialism and audit, and the related idea that the university has become a corporate enterprise and so is no longer the "community" it once was. There is also concern about the diminished quality of the student experience as a result of the increase in student numbers and a shift to vocational training. However, this narrative remains firmly tied to the modern or late-modern university.
The gothic narrative is a Kafkaesque vision of a bleak and dystopian university. Yet this in essence reflects academic uncertainty and discontent about the perceived negative consequences of the instrumentalist narrative: for example, diminished respect for academics, an increase in bureaucracy (centralized audit of teaching and research quality), and the view that a university education no longer involves self-enlightenment. The following extracts are prime examples (and parodies) of this gloomy narrative:
The mentality . . . has become survivalist, dominated by a sense of the duty to endure rather than enjoy. Articles are published to satisfy the judges of the Higher Education
[Funding] Council; additional students are taken on to one's stint or module-but all with a heavy heart and a weariness that undermines the educational mission and belies the academic ethic.
A huge leap in student numbers coinciding with unceasing reductions in funding; a visibly declining university infrastructure which is in urgent need of renovation and which is, in many cases, architecturally inappropriate for handling the large numbers of students that today are routine; a significant diminution in the standing and status of academics; an emphasis on the vocational dimensions of university education; a culture of audit and assessment, all in the name of greater accountability to the public paymaster; a decisive shift away from collegial forms of governance towards distinctly managerial methods; a bewildering number of new arrangements introduced to facilitate and encourage working with outside agencies; an astonishing growth of new subject areas and associated knowledges; an almost universal conversion to modularization of undergraduate programmes. 53 It is, however, clear that the gothic narrative extends the instrumentalist narrative to lament the halcyon days that have passed and is also bound to developments in the modern or latemodern university.
The postmodernist narrative seems to provide a different order of analysis and is tied to postmodern theory. First, the postmodern world is understood to be "rapidly changing at a faster speed than universities can adjust to and deal with" and so produces "an environment of constant crisis." 54 Change in the "postmodern university" is therefore "altogether more fundamental" and "bears little resemblance to what went before." 55 Yet constant change or "hypermodernism" is readily accepted as the defining feature of late modernity or high modernity, and so is not fundamental to postmodernity. 56 In the context of higher education, Smith and Webster maintain that universities "have never been a fixed entity, frozen in form.
Quite the contrary: universities have been ever changing, always adapting to new circumstances"; 57 while for some there are signs of a postmodern condition, others remain "unconvinced that changes have been so profound as to justify any 'post' labels." 58 Second, the postmodern university is held to be distinctly postmodern because it has no "grand organizing principle," its "refusal of authoritative expertise and knowledge," and because academic disciplines are now "symbolic" and "knowledge . . . is coming to an end." 59 On the one hand, this could be partially seen as a reflection of the (modern or latemodern) distinction between Mode 1 (disciplinary) and Mode 2 (transdisciplinary and socially responsive) knowledge. 60 On the other hand, Kumar makes the following interesting and reflexive observation about the relationship between postmodernism and the postmodern university:
The postmodern turn has, if anything, affected the universities even more than wider society. It is after all within the academy that postmodern theory was first formulated, and it is there that it has been most vigorously elaborated and promoted. The criticisms by different racial, ethnic and gender groups of the orthodox curriculum, and their demand for their "own" studies and departments; the assault by nonChristian religious groups on the predominantly Christian culture of most universities in the West, and their call for the recognition of the distinctive ways of their own cultures in the manner and content of what is taught and studied; the principled rejection by many academic theorists of truth and objectivity that have been the axioms of the rationalist culture of the universities-all these have undermined the concept of a privileged and accepted tradition of high learning that could form the basis of a "core curriculum" or an agreed body of thought suitable for all students and teachers. 61 While this is an astute analysis of the impact of postmodern theory and practice upon the academy, we should remember the distinction made earlier between postmodernism and postmodernity. While a postmodernist narrative will embrace the claim that "knowledge, as
we have known it in the academy, is coming to an end," 62 other narratives will not regard this as a statement of fact. We may easily view the postmodernist narrative as a critique of the modern or late-modern university using postmodern theory. In other words, the existence or validity of postmodern theory does not imply that we live in postmodern times or that the postmodern university exists.
Third, and perhaps most damning, is the distinct lack of commitment of those who advocate the existence of the postmodern university to the view that we are located in commitment to postmodernity, the postmodern university is nothing more than another name for the late-modern university. In terms of the various logics of history discussed earlier, if the postmodern university does not exist in postmodern times, then we may move beyond it.
To sum up, the idea of the postmodern university is a chimera, the product of competing instrumentalist, gothic, and postmodernist narratives, which are all at heart critiques of the modern or late-modern university. These narratives of the postmodern university are also marked by conceptual slippage and contradictions when we consider the history of the whole university sector.
There is slippage between epochs when features deemed to be unique to, and hence defining of, the "postmodern university" turn out not to be unique at all. An example of this slippage is that one of the defining features of the postmodern university is the demise of residential learning and the rise of the "virtual" campus. However, the pre-modern university was itself originally "virtual" as it did not have a campus, was not residential, and teaching took place in churches or rented rooms: Universitas denoted the masters and students as a guild or corporation, and not any physical location. Another key feature of the "postmodern university" is held to be its hyper-specialization and the fragmentation of the academy. Yet at the end of the nineteenth century Max Weber famously recognized the separation of the "specialist" and "cultivated man," 65 and for Burton R. Clark the evolution of the modern university is similarly marked by subject specialization and fragmenting zones of knowledge.
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As for contradictions in narrating the postmodern university, in the UK this label is applied to an apparently homogenous university system; and while variety and differentiation is acknowledged and indeed celebrated, the narratives apply mostly to teaching conditions in new universities rather than in elite or even red brick institutions. In this light, the modern, late-modern, and postmodern university coexist, and deliver a different kind of university experience on a spectrum from skill acquisition to absorption in "high culture." Yet many would dispute the idea that a university education at any level is purely concerned with skill acquisition and training for industry, arguing that it is primarily concerned with the conduct of critical enquiry and rational debate, nurturing abilities such as the capacity to distinguish opinion from evidence and to evaluate an argument dispassionately, to learn independently and in groups, to develop abilities to present coherent arguments, to improve the sophistication of one's thinking, to open one's imagination and reflexive capabilities, to improve analytical capacities, and to think conceptually. 67 Yet another concern is that the narrative of the postmodern university masks the inequalities between institutions:
the heterogeneous university is to be resisted on grounds that it underestimates-and this ironically-the realities of hierarchies of difference within and between universities. It is all very well to claim the common title "university" for in excess of 100 institutions in Britain today, and it is superficially appealing to contend that each is distinguished from all the others (as well as being internally fractured). But while this highlights the complexities of locating universities on matrices of difference, it is an absurdity-and one that is ultimately injurious, especially to students-to suggest that differences are such as to subvert hierarchy. Postmodernists may resist judgement, but employers, students, academics, and indeed the public as a whole, do not. 68 Although I claim that the postmodern university does not exist, its very idea is central to the canon of today's research on higher education policy. The three narratives of the postmodern university embrace a fatalism that suggests we are fractured from history and there can be no going beyond the perceived current state of affairs. However, these narratives do not match the reality of the university experience across the whole sector, and gloss over social inequities within the higher education system. As Smith and Webster put it, "If these are to be
tackled, then what must be achieved is at once a refusal of the rampant relativism (and phoney egalitarianism that often goes with this) of postmodernism which announces difference as an excuse to avoid judgement." 69 The idea of the postmodern university offers "no way out" and so leads to a theoretical and policy stagnation. What we therefore clearly have to do is to think beyond the postmodern university.
Beyond the Postmodern University
If the postmodern university really existed, could we envision moving beyond it? The dedicated literature provides three distinct views of the future of the postmodern university, which views I label variegated, stasis, and modern (Table 4) . Rather than seeing this postmodern fragmentation of ideas as the "end of knowledge," it is seen as an asset for dealing with postmodern realities:
In the world in which no one can anticipate the kind of expertise that may be needed tomorrow, the dialogues that may need mediation, and the beliefs that may need interpretation . . . here the recognition of many and varied ways to, and many varied canons of, higher learning is the condition sine qua non of the university system capable of rising to the postmodern challenge. 70 As Barnett puts it, the role of the postmodern university is to both produce uncertainty and help society negotiate uncertainty. 71 This echoes Griffin's point that "the group of ideas loosely-termed postmodernism, offer a host of critiques which . . . both undermine and at the same time give practical support towards the survival and health of knowledge and values in higher education." 72 However, this idea was also expressed in modern or late-modern terms:
for example, in 1982 Lord Rothschild justified the public funding of the UK Social Social
Research Council on the grounds that we need to spread investment for the (unforeseeable) need of future generations. 73 A further example is the need of governments to support a wide portfolio of (social) scientific research in order to be "prepared" for managing risk or uncertainty.
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Stasis refers to the view that there is no "beyond" to aspire to; by embracing the fatalism of the "end of history" its adherents do not advocate any change. Smith and Webster detect such apathy when considering the future university: "The university seems resigned to a pre-set [government and industry] agenda which is narrowly instrumental, one can say passive . . . but no alternative vision seems to be available"; "The confidence of intellectuals in their own activities has been reduced and there is no one available to speak for the university." 75 They are critical of this impasse as they believe that "trendy" postmodern theorizing (especially glorifying the idea of "difference") glosses over social inequalities and retreats from advocating reform of the higher education system: differentiation has led to even greater hierarchies of difference between universities . .
. a realist position which it is essential to endorse if the issue of social justice is to be addressed . . . to ignore such differences is to turn a blind eye especially to the social inequalities inherent in higher education.
The modern position, in contrast, does advocate change, and while searching for the ideal qualities or functions of the future university it falls back on early-modern ideals. A key example is Kumar's desire to return to education for self-enlightenment and the necessity of residential, campus-based learning: will students encounter each other with so much time and so many resources to do so much, unconstrained by the requirements of job or family. 76 He also believes that universities should retain their role in preserving "high culture," that they "need once more to insist on their difference from the rest of society." 77 Barnett succinctly summarizes this point: "The Western university has ended but we still wish it to live on in ways that bear traces of its heritage." 78 In this light, the dedicated literature suggests, Janus-like, three options for the future university: looking forward optimistically, and reflexively embracing difference to help society navigate uncertainty; standing still, as postmodernity represents the "end of history"
and offers "no way out;" and; moving forwards by embracing a nostalgia for the Golden Age of the modern university.
How, then, do we move beyond the postmodern university? A decentred approach recognizes competing narratives, and then openly picks one for acknowledged normative reasons. As Barnett suggests, "In the end, hanging onto a value framework can only be justified by a persuasive argument for those values," "the wish still to make sense of the new in the traditions of the old, and indication that the analysis has to be more subtle as to allow both for the new and for the old; paradoxically for continuing values amidst the very loss of values? " 79 To take a normative stance, I end my discussion with a progressive vision of the future university. It is a university that embraces a modern (or late-modern) preference for inclusivity in knowledge production, transmission, and contestation, and hence is built around the public value of its threefold functions of teaching, research, and cultural enrichment. It appears that in order to move beyond the postmodern university we must appeal to the modern university to take us back to the future.
This vision issues from my demonstration that the postmodern university is a fiction that frames and inhibits our thinking about the future university. Conversely, the postmodern university provides a lens through which we may review broader debates about history and postmodernity. To cling to the idea of the postmodern university is to avoid seeking reform within the higher education system, and to maintain that we are in the "postmodern condition" or at the "end of history" is to subscribe to a form of intellectual apathy that embraces conservatism and impedes change. By exploring competing visions of the future university we may find that progressive yet modernist agendas that re-imagine the public value of knowledge production, transmission, and contestation, can move us beyond the palliative and panacea of the postmodern university.
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